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I INTRODUCTION & DESCRIPTION

1-1 DESCRIPTION The Belfort Instrument Company chart drive mechanism
is spring wound and employs a jewelled escapement clock movement to
rotate a verticle cylinder on a fixed spindle attached to the upper
movement plate This arrangement minimizes the danger of damaging the
movement during shipment and routine service operations. The cylinder
carries a rectangular chart wrapped around the outer surface and held
in place by a spring clip. The mechanism drives the cylinder through
an external gear and pinion. The mechanism is wound by means of a rat-
chet winding lever.

1-2. CHART CYLINDER. The chart cylinder has a hollow central support
that forms the bearing on which it rotates. The drive gear is friction
fitted to lower end of this tube. When the mechanism is to be wound or
the chart changed, the cylinder is removed from the mechanism spindle
by lifting it straight up.

1-3 A knurled thumbnut at the top of the mechanism spindle is provided
to retain the cylinder in place. This thumbnut must be removed before
the cylinder can be separated from the mechanism proper.

1-4 A special chart drive design (Fig.2) is provided for applications
where it is necessary to make records under conditions such as those
encountered on ships at sea. The cylinder of these chart drives are
mounted on a rotating central spindle. The cylinder driving gears re
main in mesh when the cylinder is removed. A key is provided to pre
vent any slip in the drive.

1-5 When the chart cylinder is replaced lower it gently, straight down
On all mechanisms except the one mentioned in the previous paragraph,
the drive gears must be meshed as the cylinder is lowered into operating
position. Never drop the cylinder or try to force it into place. Sim
ply rotate the cylinder slightly as the gears make contact and they will
slide into the mesh easily.

II MOUNTING

2-1 Two basic methods are used to secure the chart drive mechanism to
the base of the recorder with which it is associated.

^^ 2-2 The method most often used is to mount the mechanism by means of a
(^ threaded stud extending from the lower side of the movement opposite the

cylinder spindle.
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2-3. Where access to the bottom of the instrument base is possible,
the mechanism is mounted to the base by passing the stud through a
plain hole in the base and securing the mechanism with a wing nut.

2-4. Where access to the bottom of the base is difficult, the stud
is screwed into a threaded hole in the base by rotation the entire
mechanism. The stud itself is clamped to the bottom of the mechanism.
If the winding lever falls into an inconvenient location when the mech
anism stud is properly tightened into the threaded hole in the base,
remove the mechanism, loosen the clamp screws in the stud flange and
rotate the stud to put the winding lever in the desired position.
Tighten the stud flange screws before replacing the mechanism.

2-5. The second means of mounting employs a flange at the base of the
mechanism. This flange is secured to the instrument base by machine
screws.

2-6. WINDING. The chart drive mechanism is wound by operating the wind
ing lever back and forth. In order to gain access to the lever the
chart cylinder must be removed. DO NOT OVERWIND - STOP WINDING AS SOON
AS THE SOLID RESISTANCE OF THE MAINSPRING IS FELT. The spring can be
fully wound with twenty-four ninety degree strokes of the winding lever.
After the winding operation is complete, push the free end of the lever
back toward the center spindle of the mechanism as far as it will go.
This locks the lever in a position that prevents any interference with
the chart cylinder.

2-7. Note that these mechanisms are "eight day" and will run a full
week on one winding. The use of "daily" charts does not alter the wind
ing schedule.

2-8. MOUNTING THE CHART. To apply a chart to the chart drum, wrap the
chart around the cylinder so that time reads from left to right and make
sure that the lower edge of the chart rests sauarely on the flange at
the bottom of the cylinder. While holding the chart snugly in place,
slide the metal chart retainer into the slot in the chart drum flange,
and into the recess in the upper rim. Be sure to start the wrap so that
the beginning of the chart is at the right hand side of the flange slot
and the chart will then overlap the identifivation tab, and end with the
narrow right hand margin immediately under the clip.
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2-9. SETTING THE TIME. To set the recorder to time rotate the chart
cylinder clockwise by hand until the desired time line is a little to
the left of the pen, then counterclockwise to the proper time setting.
Always make the final time setting by turning the cylinder counter
clockwise as this removes the effect of any backlash in the drive gear
ing.

2-10. MAINTENANCE. The maintenance required by the chart drive assembly
depends mainly on environment. The chart drive of a recorder used in
a clean, sheltered location requires no more attention than a clock used
for timekeeping. On the other hand many recorder chart drives are subject
ed to extreme environments and will require complete annual overhaul.

2-11. The chart drive should always be given a casual inspection each
time it is wound so that incipient trouble can be taken care of before
it becomes serious. The appearance of rust, accumulations of gummy dirt,
or a growling tendency toward unusual stiffness in winding, weak sound,
and erratic behavior are all indications that the mechanism requires a
more thorough inspection and possible overhaul.

2-12. Do not attempt to oil the chart drive in a random fashion. Too
much oil will cause gumming that can finally stop the mechanism. A very
thin film of light oil or vaseline on the center spindle if wiped and
replaced occasionally helps to keep this member clean and rust free.
Sparse lubrication on the face of the boss in which the spindle is set is
desirable.

2-13. When the mechanism requires a complete overhaul, the work should
be intrusted to a competent clock or watch repairman that thoroughly
understands lever escapements. In mild climates, Belfort Instrument Co.
#5660 oil is satisfactory, and customary clock lubrication practice is
acceptable for normal use. Where the chart drive is to be run in quite
low temperatures (zero and below), special lubrication is required. The
oil should be removed from the mainspring barrel, and it should be re-
lubricated with fine, powdered graphite or molybdenum di-sulphide (moly-
kote). The mechanism gear train must be lubricated with Belfort Instru
ment Co. #5586 Oil, this oil will not congeal at low temperatures but
will attack paints and lacauers, however, and must be used sparingly and
never allowed to come in contact with paint or lacquered surfaces.
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2-14. TIMING. The mechanisms are timed before shipment but if regulation
is required, access to the regulator may be had by removing the mechanism
from the instrument base and then removing the screw plug in the mechanism
tSJi h?L^?Ulat^ ±S "apked in the usual fashion- "» the movements
Derhn^W«^ne;^he.eS°apement mU9t be timed 9 seconds Per hour (45 beatsper hour) fast; this is necessary to accomodate the various time scale.

2-15. TIME SCALE GEARS. As explained above, the chart cylinder is driven
through a pair of guars external to the mechanism train proper. There are
two shaft extensions above the upper plate. These are plainly marked.
Gears are available for any of the advertised rotation rates.

2-16. When the cylinder rotation is to be changed the gears in nlace are
removed. Pull the gear off the cylinder support tube. This is' purposely
made a tight fit compared to the driving pinion. Before the pinion can be
removed, the .020" X 3/8" Ig. phosphor bronze wire and the washer in tte
end of the shaft are first removed. After the wire and washer are removed,
the pinion can be pulled off the shaft. The replacement gears are pushed
on in their appropriate locations and the wire and washer in the pinion
shaft replaced. CAUTION In pressing the gear on the cylinder support tube
the bearing must be supported so that no pressure is extended on the edge
of the cylinder wall. The central gear should fit tight enough so that it
will not slip. The friction at the pinion hub must be enough to drive the
chart drive cylinder but not so great that the mechanism is hard to set to
time; this friction between the pinion and its shaft is the setting fric
tion.

Z 1: me scale gears are marked with the number of hours per revolution
of the cylinder followed by the letter "S". As there have been many styles
of movements used in the past, this "S" designation is important in specify
ing gearing for this style movement.

2-18.- The mechanism shaft extensions are plainly marked on the movement
case to designate the proper location of the gear that will produce the de
sired time scale.
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2-19. The following time scales are available:

2-20.

2-21.

ILLUS

Fig. 1

Recording
Period

Pinion in Mech. Gear in Cylinder
Part Marked No. of Part Marked No. of

Hours No. teeth No. teeth
Chart Drive Assy. ; stationary service Pig. 2.1

5573 5572
6 Pt. 6 6S 56 Pt. 6 6S 49
8 Pt. 8 8S 44 Pt. 8 8S 51

12 Pt. 12 12S 40 Pt. 12 12S 70
24 Pt. 24 24S 20 Pt. 24 24S 70
29 Pt. 29

5574

29S 20 Pt. 29
5572

29S 85

48 Pt. 48 48S 52 Pt. 48 48S 56
96 Pt. 96 96S 26 Pt. 96 96S 56

108 Pt. 108 108S 33 Pt. 108 108S 80
144 Pt. 144 144S 23 Pt. 144 144S 74
176 Pt. 176 176S 24 Pt. 176 176S 95
192 Pt. 192 192S 20 Pt. 192 192S 86
195 Pt. 195 195S 19 Pt. 195 195S 83

Chart Dr ive Assy. , non-stationary service Fig. 2.2

5573 6848*
12 Pt. 12 12S 40 Pt. 12 12S 70
24 Pt. 24 24S 20 Pt. 24 24S 70
29 Pt. 29

5574
29S 20 Pt. 29

6848*
29S 85

96 Pt. 96 96 S 26 Pt. 96 96S 56
108 Pt. 108 108S 33 Pt. 108 108S 80
144 Pt. 144 144S 23 Pt. 144 144S 74
176 Pt. 176 176S 24 Pt. 176 176S 95
192 Pt. 192 192S 20 Pt. 192 192S 86
195 Pt. 195 195S 19 Pt. 195 195S 83

* These gears are in the mechanism

CHARTS. There are many styles of charts available for our
instruments. The proper chart is listed on the instrument
namplate. Please apply lo the factory for information re
garding alternate or special charts.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

DESCRIPTION

Chart drive assembly; stationary
service (with time scale gears;
please specify period desired)

SERIAL NO,
PLAIN

8171

SERIAL No.
"B" PREFIX

14252
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ILLUS DESCRIPTION

-1 Chart drive mechanism-
stud mounted (without
time scale pinion)

-2 Chart cylinder with clip-
stationary service (without
time scale gear)

SERIAL No.
PLAIN

5418

8584
(See Note l)

SERIAL No.
"B» PREFIX

14235, GP.l

8584
(See Note 1)

-3 Key assembly 8581 8581

-4 Chart drive movement
(includes spindle and thumb
nut but no time scale pinion) SPECIFY SERIAL No.

-5 Cover 5731,Pt.l 5731,Pt .1

-6 Bottom plate with stud 5406 5406

-7 Wing nut 2199 2199

-8 Plug- regulator access 5386 5386

-9 Thumbnut 2088 2088

-10 Chart cylinder (3.658 0D) 8569
(See Note 1)

8569
(See Note 1)

-10 Chart cylinder (4.575 0D) 2969
(See Note 1)

2969
(See Note 1)

-11 Chart clip 8570
(See Note l)

8570
(See Note 1)

-12 Times scale gear 5572
(See Note 2)

5572
(See Note 2)

-13 Time scale pinion; low
range 5573

(See Note 2)
5573

(See Note 2)

-14 Time scale pinion: high
range 5574

(See Note 2)
5574

(See Note 2)

•15

•15

Flat washer

.025" dia. x 3/8'lg.
soft copper wire

Escapement

Spring barrel assembly

6907 6907

SPECIFY MOVEMENT SERIAL No.

SPECIFY MOVEMENT SERIAL No.
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ILLUS

Fig 2

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

-10

-11

-12

-13

-14

-15

-16

-±6

DESCRIPTION SERIAL No.
PLAIN

8952

6905

Chart drive assembly; non-
stationary service (with time
scale gears:please specify period
desired)

Chart drive mechanism; flange
mounted (without time scale
pinion)

Chart cylinder with clip; non-
stationary service 6045

(See Note l)

858l

SERIAL No.

"B" PREFIX

14400

11435 GP.2

6045
(See Note l)

8581Key assembly

Chart drive movement (includes
spindle but no thumbnut, time
scale pinion, or gear assembly)

Cover

SPECIFY SERIAL No.

5731,PT.2 5731,Pt.2

Bottom plate 8855 8855

Mounting plate 6835 6835

Plug, regulator access 5386 5386

Thumbnut 6273 6273

Chart cylinder 7013
(See Note 1)

7013
(See Note 1)

Chart clip 8570
(See Note 1)

8570
(See Note 1)

Retaining ring 6047,Pt.5 6047,Pt .5

Anti-backlash gear assembly 6848
(See Note 2)

6848
(See Note 2)

Time scale pinion; low
range 5573

(See Note 2)
5573

(See Note 2)

Time scale pinion; high
range 5574 5574

Flat washer 6907 6907

.025" dia. x 3/8" lg.
soft copper wire
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ILLUS . DESCRIPTION

Escapement

Spring barrel assembly

SPARES

Lubricating oil; general
purpose (2 oz.)

Lubriacting oil; special
purpose (2 oz.)

SERIAL No.
PLAIN

SERIAL No.
"B" PREFIX

SPECIFY MOVEMENT SERIAL No.

SPECIFY MOVEMENT SERIAL No.

5600,Pt.2 5600,Pt.2

5586,Pt.2 5586,Pt.2

NOTE:

1- This item is manufactured in various sizes, which are indentified
by a Pt. or GP. number appended to the basic number shown; see
the Instruction Book of the corresponding instrument for complete
Part No. r

2- This item is manufactured in various sizes to give different
recording periods; these sizes are identified by a Pt. number
appended to the basic number shown, see table in Par. 2-19. for
complete Part No.
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PROM DRAWING 8168
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FIG. 1

CHART DRIVE ASSEMBLY; STATIONARY SERVICE

NO SCALE
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FROM DRAWING 8169
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FIG. 2

CHART DRIVE ASSEMBLY; NON-STATIONARY SERVICE
NO SCALE
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III PENS AND INKS

3-1. DESCRIPTION. All of Belfort Instrument Company Recorders except
those requiring heavy ink supplies, use low capacity pens that consists
of two parallel nibs supplied by a small cylindrical reservoir. There
are three types: 196 (#1-BT), 298 (#5-2RD), and 559 (#3-LS). These are
friction fitted to the end of the pen arm of the instrument proper.

3-2. These pens are capable of drawing a fine, neat trace and perform
well if given moderate care. Like all pens, cleanliness and proper ink
ing procedure are the keys to sucessful operation.

3-3. There are three types of ink for use in these pens: No.5592 (#10),
No. 5993 (#20) and No. 5595 (#50). No. 5592 is recommened for general
use, where ambient temperatures are above OF; No. 5593 should be used
for colder temperatures, down to-60^; and No. 5595 for extremely cold
temperatures, down to -80 jF. No's 5593 and 5595 will not serve as well
as NO. 5592 at elevated temperatures. No. 5592 is available in purple,
red, green and black colors; No. 5593 and No. 5595 are available in pur
ple color only. Ink is furnished in glass bottles, £, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16
fluid ounces capacity.

3-4. INKING THE PEN. The £ oz. bottle is furnished with an applicator
fixed in the stopper. When the stopper is removed from the bottle a
charge of ink clings to the applicator. The stopper should be withdrawn
smartly. If it is withdrawn slowly, the ink on the applicator will drain
away into the body of ink ih the bottle. The 1 and 2 oz. bottles are
furnished with an eye dropper; no applicator is furnished with the larger
size bottles.

3-5. Normally all that is required to ink a pen is to touch the loaded
applicator to open end of the barrel of the pen at the point where the
nibs leave the barrel.

3-6. The ink dries slowly and only a drop or two is required for quite
long periods of operation. The time between fillings depends on envir
onment. The ink is hygroscopic and where high humidity is encountered,
often seems to increase in quantity and an overfilled pen may overflow.
Dilution of this sort can finally cause a faint trace; in such a case
the old ink in the pen should be removed with a piece of blotting paper,
and replaced with fresh ink. Under dry conditions, the pen carries suff
icient ink to outlast the periods between the times the clock must be re
wound •
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3-7. With a new pen; it may be necessary to coax ink into the inter
ior of the barrel until it becomes wetted. In addition, it is usually
necessary to drawn a piece of paper down between the nibs to start the
pen writing for the first time. Use a piece of bond paper with cut
edges. A fiber of paper caught between the nibs will make a blurred
line.

3-8. When inking our pens avoid getting ink into the space between
the pen arm and pen. Such misplaced ink finally dries and besides being
unsightly, causes the pen to be bound to the pen arm tip which makes it
difficult to remove if the pen ever needs to be washed.

3-9. When a pen is in constant use and is carefully inked, very little
attention is required. If the pen becomes clogged for any reason, it
should be removed from the pen arm and washed in warm water. Remove the
pen by pulling it straight off the pen arm. The pen is replaced by push
ing it straight on after cleaning. Use care to avoid distorting the pen
or pen arm during this operation. Do not bend the pen nibs or force them
open during the cleaning procedure. The bond paper strip, mentioned above
pulled down between the nibs will draw the water into this space and wipe
out old ink or dye.

IV OPERATION METHODS

4-1. When pens are being inked or charts changed and set to time, the
pen arm shifter on the instrument should always be put in the position
that holds the pen away from the chart. This prevents possible damage
to the pen by hooking the chart cylinder flange as the cylinder is remov
ed or replaced, and also prevents unwanted marks on the chart.

4-2. After the chart cylinder is set to the desired time, lower the pen
to the chart surface by pushing the pen arm shifter in as far as it will
go.

4-3. When the charts are replaced it is normally found that the very
latest portion of the record has not had time to dry out. The cylinder
should be removed carefully and the chart handled in such a matter as to
avoid smearing this portion of the record.
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